COW COLLABORATION
Let’s make art the way we make technology.

The Red Hat cow will be a truly collaborative work. We're asking partners, customers, associates, and
friends from the Red Hat community to draw cows for us. Realistic or abstract, sketches, cartoons, or
detailed portraits...whatever your vision of a cow is, draw it. Next, our highly-skilled, cow-loving design
team will collect every drawing, arrange them in a pleasing way, and cover the surface of our life-sized
cow with your community cow drawings.

Just follow these simple instructions:
— Use only a black pen

— Please fit your cow in the space below

— Sign or initial your drawing in the designated
space below

— Commit your cow to the project by submitting
your drawing on opensource.com/redhatcow

Signature:

Remember, it’s your cow to design, however you like. But because we want every cow to be unique, please include
only your original work. CowParade rules don’t allow the use of corporate logos or advertising.

Please read the statement below—signing below on the line indicates your agreement. If you are under 18, your
parent needs to sign on your behalf.
I agree that Red Hat may enlarge, shrink, or alter the design in order to include it within the larger design, and that there is no
guarantee that my design will be included on the cow. I am granting a license to the artwork under the Creative Commons Attribution
3.0 Unported (CC BY 3.0) license (details about the license can be found here: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Under this
license, Red Hat and CowParade North Carolina may copy and use my design, on and off the cow, for all purposes.

Name:

Signed:
Thank you very much for your contribution!
See the final design on cowparadenc.com later this fall.

Date:
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